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UNSILIN KAKIS HAUNT MI WOML 
of Don DeLillo — whispered seams, hid- 
den denials, penaniaa that eipen into 
calm& b his seapding NS Maul, Liam, 
DMUS wades Ate the assainnion of 
Jahn F. Kennedy, that nmddy wonshed 
in our nation's psychic Idetsay and the hop-

Pint of walli).11  Be ow whole drams run 
to conspiracy. 

Them is, of course, something fishy 
about writing a book for the 25th anniver-
sary of a murder, but DeLillo's 
desire TO make a sensation has oat 
led KIM to dilute his disquieting vi-
sions Although drawn from fact, 
Libre is as fastidiously unsettling ma 
its purely fictional predecessors; in-
deed, coming in the wake of The 
Noma and Who, Nan (DeLillea 
&en and mon lacerating work), 
this non-Estee novel shows in 51- 
year-old author to be in his cranes 
prime. 

Lee Oswald is DeLillo's mortal, 
guilty anti-bao, and the book takes 
in this ham his zodiac sign, Libra 
(That Alsace). One may sense an 
irony hue, for the historical 
Oswald was sueriously sal,  
send, a loser who careened out of 
control; yet Libra itself is creolly 
weighted, neatly balancing the per-
seoal, political and cosmic form 

ACT 
that crewel those "six point nine 
3030:30413 of but and light" on that 
gray day in Dallas. 

DeLillo teues Oswald's life from 
his miserable vharthood with his 
mother, a mad madonna of eelf-
justification, through the Mon, sad 
authored of a self-described "sera 
in the seam." Cursed with a long-
ing for sett-aonihilasion, Lee 
Oswald mends his 24 years seeking 
an impollabk deliverance. He 6131- 
des himself a Communist, joins the 
Medina, defects to the Soviet 
Union (where he meets his wife, 
Marina), realms to the States, 
marts resenting about a life in 
Cauno's Cubs and Godly achieves 
infamy as both s killer and a dim. 
His destiny is evoked by Libes's 

Toning parlgatth, act during 
Lee's ehitalbeod in the Bronx: 

Thu was aria year he rode the mine ay 
to the mdt of the rig', tun hundred 
SS of mark He liked te nand at the 
front of die foe car, hands flat accent 
the glom. The trinn smacked through the 
ark People rated an local plat/ouru 
maw towhee; a lad they'd been 
parsicing for yeas He kind of ewe-
and, minding pen, aka they really 
arm. Hu body flsamesd at the fame 
sowehee. They tune to fat 10,13fork3 
he (height they mem an the edge of no-
conect1 The nose was prised to a lend 
of pain ha abierbeti or a personal tate 
An 	,oly-cm error. Three eon to 
stair MO TA du towed of than camel 

he could almost sane it, lam a toy you 
yea a your WAWA when you are rude 

The passage is vintage DeLillo — clean, 
forceful. perhaps a shade too nary in its 

simile about the iron. (DeLillo often Me,' 
writa but does et magnificently.) In us 
brief paragraph he captures Lee's discon-
nection from other people and his "kind 
of" vagneess, his painful search for peak 
enetiOICA end the bandeau of his life 
journey. Here, and ever after, Lee goal 
noshing through the darkness, carried 
along by some force he ,L 	'n undentard 
— of it history, destiny or maybe simple 
bad lode Whatever the name, his story re-
hearses one of Delages favorite themes: 
that plots, real and fictional, have the ten-
dency to move toward death. 

Likes'a master plotters are distracted 
CIA age= whose anger about the Bay of 
Pip debacle MIS them with a off-kilter 
crew of anti-Castro Cubans, outso right-
wingers and vengeful Magma, all brushed 
with a sense of apocalypse to rival Lee 
Oswald's. They all want to get Kennedy. 
DrLlllo maps the convoluted scheming 
that, through "a quirk of history," nukes 
Oswald the conspirators' chosen gunman, 
the benighted paint man in a plot that peo-
ple are seeking to unravel to this day. 

One such sleuth is Nicholas Benieb, 
fictional CIA man who a writing a "secret 
history" of the ASSISIDOIDon for the Com-
pany. Like all the book', characters, 
Branch as a storyteller, one seeking co- 

herence within the historical murk: the 
blurry Zaprutter film of the assasaination, 
the dairy china of corpses left in in trail, 
the 26-volume Warren Report which 
(Branch thinks) i3 'the megaton novel 
James Joyce would have written if he'd 
moved to Iowa Cory and lived to be • hun-
dred." Endowed with years of historical 
perigee:is, Branch's speculations give 
Deli& the chance to riff on some of his 
story's cultural mailings: 

"AtTll OSWALD," 1111A11011 THINKS. 
"men in AO13.601 en no longer required to 
lead lives of quiet desperation. You apply 
for a credit card, buy a handgun, travel 

through cities, suburbs and 'bopping 
malls, anonymous, anonymous,  looking 
for a chance to take a shot at the first puffy 

empty famous free, Port to let people know 
there is meoese out these who reads the 

Don Dela* obviously reads the papers 
every dry. His work pubes with topical 
themes, pop-culture savvy, the whale neon 
rush of Americana, which (not coinciden-
tally) is the title of his fun novel If ever a 
book predicted a career, it was that one, in 
which the hero leaves his job in TV to 
make a "great seeking Imp into the depths 
of America" DeLillo leapt with him in 
Americana, and has been leaping ever 
Mae, into the heat-tub of our national ob-
sessions, be they the pleases of football 
(End Emu), rock Se roll (Great Jaw, Sour) 
and Pornography Romig Dog), or the  

rigors of science (Romee's Star), terrorism 

(Players) and technology (White Sam). In-

spired by Timone' Pynchoo, who he 
claims) set the stakes for their literary gen-
eration, DeLillo ponenes a ferocious sense 
of ambition — he tries to embrace every-
thing from the saltiest mmenercial jingles to 
the ''white noise" of death. 

Critics sometime all DeLillo a novelist 
of ideas, but he might more accurately be 
teemed a novelist of disconnes — sporting, 
scientific, musical, academic. DeLillo 
characteristically burrows into a vocation 
or milieu, teasing out in metaphorical its 
plications, scrutinizing in vecabulary for 
some special radiance a symbolic phos-
phorescence. He is attracted, in particular, 
to those behaviors and messages that go 
beyond the usual channels of commune,- 

tint. He writes raptly of a running 
. back's uncatchable speed ("the 

,•„;,' mysterious black gift that thrills the 
' ' millions"), a rock star's dedication 

to the motion ultimate ("Un- 
dreamed yammers goat in my 
spittle," goes one lyric from Great '.3 
Jona Saw), a Mediterranean cult 
for whom rinul murder restores a a  
primal relationship with Meaning. y. 

Like James Anti in The Names, 2 
who stalks those same cultists to 
hopes of finding a higher, hidden 
order, DeLillo is punning the 
metaphor that will not only unlock 
America (which is ultimately epi-
phenomenal) but that might re- 

- 	deem "the world full of abandoned 

• meanings" (as it is labeled in White 
Noise). Which is to say that Delia-
le, AC bottom, is a religion writer 
living in an age of shattered gods. 

ONE 
In his strongest work, be displays 
an unsurpassed gift for meting into 
the eerie intimations of Something 
Beyond that surge through every-
day commerce and pap culture, the 
mysterious psychic frequencies 
that emanate from food processors, 
public service announcemenn, the 
filmy plastic begs over supermarket 
fruit bins. 

DeLillo's fascination with the in- 
effable, the nameless, the out of 	• 
control may well be a compensato-
ry offshoot of his awn daunting for-
mal control. Cool and often 
schematic, he can be an marring-
ly detached writer blessed with a 
genius for the sulking sentence. 
Roll him out of bed at 3 a.m. and 
(one imaginal he would imme-
diately sun penning trenchant 
'perms, jigged sentence fag- 

meats, stetting metaphors and snippy, 
stylized dialogue (which in Libra sounds a 
bit like Elmore Leonard's). Though 
DeLillo meshes narrative attack from 
hook to book — few writers are mote hon- 
orable in their daring — ha prose remains 
recognizably his own, as hard and bright as 
diamonds. 

Jewelry, however, isn't always called for, 
and DeLillo's style can fall into mannerism 
(he's hooked on jarring ane-semence para-
graph': " 'Natures spelled bacinatutis,' 
the TV said." ); his 'Isamu cut work 
against his dais to stir our deepest feel-
ings. When Jack Ruby blasts Oswald, the 
reader should feel the 'hat emotionally. 
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THERE'S 
A NEW CHOICE 
IN THE VALLEY 

1.1n1:1 row. people living in the San Fernando Valley had lamed choice if 
th ey wanted a doctor wide in-depth ameriencein evaluating and sealing 
AlaStAPC, 

But now, all that has changed. A group of dad= whO ham gemaicted 
in the treatment of this disease since Ss discovery has opened of0ces in 
the San Fernando Valley. 

The staff has heiped develop innovative AIDS treatment since I Wit and 
has barn instrumental in pioneering many alternative treatment 
programs in the field. 

II you seek expert, caring, comprehensive end confldentiai treat-
ment or evaluation, call (BIB) 760-6081. 

The choice is yours, 

PAUL E. KEITH III, M.D. 
VICTOR L. BEER, M.D. 

FAMILY PRACIICE • INTERNAL MEDICINE • AILD6JARC • SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES 
INFECTIOUS DISEASES • NEUROMOiDLOGY • COMPLETE LABORATORY 

12674 RIVERSIDE DRIVE, SUITE 409 
	

62.00 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD, SUITE 7510 
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607 

	
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048 

(816) 769-6081 
	

(213) 931-1463 
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After IL DeLillo ha assent ag0 page mak-
ing US mot about this small. dreamy man-
But his dearipten of Oswald's reaction -
"He began his fall through the world of 
hurt" — is efunactingty eloquent. It call' 
attention to itself just at the moment we 
should be locked oil the character-, is pno-
dace. intellectual admiration rather than 
passionate involvement. DeLilla'a Inability 
to stop shining betesys, l think, en emo-
tional guardedness that limits his work. 
Despite the swagger and variety of his 
prose, despite the genuinely dreadful 
theme, he addraso, his novcia wood lust 

bit monotone. They feel ennorionally 
tinny.  

Delano ts not ma they say is soccer/ a 
good finisher. Although he sets up wander-
ful sattazions — seducing one with conspir-
acies and meraphytioN questa — his tassels 
seldom deliver a satisfying pay-off. (Cotter 
to realism than Pyschea, he's compelled to 
'how what's it Lot 49.j Same, such as End 
ZANE and Mayon, suffer from too amok 
clarity. There's something dead shout 
them, as if their stories had been quick-
frozen no thus Define could dmeribe them 
with perfect accuracy. At the other ea-
tnarnc, his work runs to the vogue and por-
tentous, as if (head were searching for a 
fining object and the rowel just can't pro-
duce it. 

The touchstone here is As Nantes, the 
great ambitious failure at the heart of 

DeLllo's ewers a Komi that promises the 
awful thrill of caimans nanscadaisr only 
to back away from holy :arta in the Masi 
eosin of "literary" endings. Ostensibly a 
journey into blood-knowledge, the scary 
stays utterly, ethatuungly tom. If 
DeLlIo's work is frustrating despite its un-
deniable brfillance, the :mann is this sim-
ple: He's not quite able to get our of his 
own clever head (a problem a lot of us 
have). 

LEI OSWALD, DeL11.1.0 NAN MONO A 
object to help nu in bin =waive blind 
spans Nor only doe, his story guarantee an 
unforgettable climax — everybody over 35 
will rake notice or a chapter called 
"November 22" — but Ossold is himself  

ao pathetic that his tale will move almost • 
anyone. It is, quite simPlYi 4 gnat  story, 
OM that calls fora novelist's gifts. Indeed, 
two decades ego, Norman Mailer proposed 
a Literary commission to look into the Ken-
nedy assassination, arguing that "the rota-
tion to President Kennedy's murder will 
not come from legal or swam:nein com-
missions, but from minds deeply grounded 
first and IAN in the mysteries of 
hypotheses, uncorrupted logic, tragedy 
and metaphor." 

Libra's triumph lies in its humanizing 
evocation of Lee Oswald who, although 
dyslexic, impoverished and violent toward 
hit wife, proves a surprisingly engaging 
hero. DeLi2o wisely makes no attempt to 
ceplain him away psychologically bar 
shows how he's drives by his soul's Laden 
striving. From his opening subway ride to 
his dying reverie, Oswald'' whole life takes 
the form of a search for cransandence, an 
attempt to "merge with history 	. and 
'nape the desk night of the isolated self." 
It is an escape attempt marked by shifting 
idmitities (he sea himself sis Loon Trotsky, 
a LIZ pilot, a frihre Maine named I-Edell), 
fraught with daubed hopes !Oswald always 
feels his life is aboia to make sense), riddled 
with wildeceptiona. Even after the assassi-
nation — famous at last, merged with 
history — DeLillo's forlorn hero remains 
estranged from the world and from him-
self, The press reports keep tolling him 
Lee Nanny Oswald, including his middle 
name as no one ever has before; at the hour 
of his glory, Oswald's name sounds unfa-
miliar to his own eager cars. 

In Ilia maim much to make his life 
wan, Lee Oswald comes much dose' to 
our awn "normalcy" than we want to be. 
lieu. Pew alto pass our days so desperate-
ly, of course, yet DeLdJo gives Orerald's 
dreams and foibles a familiar, personal 
nmaoance. Oswald's nary is fat with mean-
log — so fat that we're Tempted to project 
char own Auseasies upon it. 

It's not surprniog that some of Lilmo's 
most moving moments concern Nicholas 
Branch, whom job it is to find the Truth be-
hind the whole sad story. Sitting alone in 
his office G solitary like Oswald, like 
DeLillo), he is surrounded by stacks of 
emusial, factual records this compose "a 
ruined Pty of trivia where people feel real 
pain." Branch know, the isoniaation's 
most terrible team the absence of a guid-
ing intelligence. Although we want to be-
lieve that "a conspiracy is the perfect 
working of a scheme," the truth is "that 
the conspiracy against the President was a 
rambling affair that succeeded in short 
term due mainly to chance. Deft men aid 
fools, ambisahome said fitted will and what 
the smithery's Lae." That n, things hap-
pen but they don't Man — events lack the 
radiant inner logic that most of us crave. 

And here, De Lilo suggests, ia where fic-
tion Comm In: It confer, on events a saving 
logic. "It takes stories to fill out a life," 
says Oswald's mother Marguerite, an bl-
eats= prattler who this time speaks tru-
ly. It tines take stories to fill out a life, to 
tarry her son's life from barren factuality 
to poignant human significance. DeLillo 
himself seconds this idea in his closing 
"Author's Note," when he calls Libra a 
"refuge" from the emptiness and despair 
that accompany our search for brad 
truths, our speculthiMo as to ultimate 
=Amp. 

Refuge — it may seem a modest offering 
in a world of toppled idols and gutted 
mowing., but Detellu is woo honest, and 
Reek, an anise to promise anything 
more. • 
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